Stay-At-Home Activity Sheet

World War II
Are you a research detective? How good are you at finding information? Why not put your investigative skills
to work and try to find out the answers to the following questions, puzzles and fun activities to test your
enquiry knowledge!

OR

Where to find the information
Go to slsguernsey.gg and find your
school under ‘students’
Select Britannica and use the password
‘guernsey’ to log in
Type the keywords ’World War II’ into
the search bar and access WWII page

The Sequencing Challenge!
Read the Events Leading to War section. Use
your ‘skim and scan’ skills to number the
events below in the correct order that they
happened. The first is numbered for you!
Germany and Italy help the Spanish dictator
General Franco in the Spanish Civil War
Germany signs the Munich Agreement

Now you get to mark like a teacher! Some of these
facts aren't quite right. Read the Battle of Britain
section in Britannica and help mark the answers!
1. Hitler first attacked the British Navy’s
boats to take control over the skies of Britain
2. In June 1940 the German Luftwaffe started
bombing British airfields
3. German warplanes crossed the English
Channel from airfields in Jamaica
4. British fighter pilots targeted German
bomber planes using high tech sat-nav
5. By the end of the battle Britain lost
planes compared to Germany’s 1700

900

6. The bombing raids by Germany on British
towns and cities was known as the Blitz

Italy conquer Ethiopia in Africa

How many answers are correct?

Germany and the Soviet Union sign a
‘non-aggression pact’
Germany takes control of ALL Czechoslovakia
Germany and Austria sign an ‘act of
friendship’

1

Axis or Allies?
There were two sides in the war. Try to find out
which countries were on what side and link them up

China

Italy

Germany

Japan invade Manchuria

AXIS

ALLIES
USA

Germany takes control of Austria

France

Germany and the Soviet Union divide Polish
land up between them

Japan

Soviet Union

Great
Britain

Three symbols!
Get creative! Using the ‘War begins in Europe’ section on Britannica, read each titled paragraph and see if
you can use three pictures or words to then help you to explain the events to a family member. The first one
is done for you..

Invasion of Poland

Dunkirk

Fall of France

Germany’s Blitzkrieg
continues

